
The Latest Technology for Accelerated Authoring
By combining data integration, structured content authoring, and artificial intelligence (AI), CoAuthor enables writers to:

Crafted with insights from a global medical writing team of over 200 experts, CoAuthor by Certara powers efficient and 
expedited creation of regulatory documents.

Approval for a new drug or biologic requires expert development of numerous documents, which is a time intensive process, 
often requiring inputs from a variety of sources and data types. Because each writer may take a unique approach to meeting 
these challenges, scaling consistently and efficiently may seem out of reach – until now.

Empowering writers to efficiently create high-quality, 
consistent documents
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• Integrate data directly into a document to ensure
consistency and traceability

• Generate compliant e-templates which auto-populate
content and metadata

• Leverage Structured Content Authoring to maximize content
referencing and reuse

• Utilize a generative AI assistant to accelerate first draft
content and support authoring

• Apply auto-styling to eliminate inconsistencies and build
continuity throughout

• Automate hyperlinking throughout to eliminate steps and
allow writers to write

CoAuthor Microsoft Word AI Engines Document Management 
Systems

Draft & Final Data 
Integration ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Structured Content 
Authoring ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Auto-Populating 
eTemplates ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Generative AI ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Traceability & Version 
Control ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Collaborative Author & 
Review ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Auto Styling & 
Hyperlinking ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Real Time Preview ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
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Augment writing with Artificial Intelligence 
Pulling out insights or getting to your first draft is now easier than ever given advancements in Artificial Intelligence (AI). Now 
you have precisely the help you need with a personal writing assistant. 

Reduce overall writing and QC time with a live preview that allows for fine tuning of 
content and presentation. Data integration enables rule-based authoring and styling 

to automatically cascade across documents. Using this one to many approach, 
amplifies a writer’s ability allowing them to write multiple documents in parallel.

Quickly and easily get to the exact information you need. Natural language question-
answering models help to find answers, summarize content, or extract study 
attributes. Reference what others are doing by drawing answers from sources such 
as PubMed, ClinTrials.gov, etc. Load data and tables to help speed up time-to-
insights and summarize patient outcomes. Free up time giving you and your 
organization a competitive advantage.

Supercharge Your Medical Writing Team
Managing medical writing projects with moving timelines is challenging, especially given the complexity that goes into preparing 

your data for use. With CoAuthor’s automated authoring capabilities, you can manage the development of Clinical Study 
Reports, Patient Narratives, Synopsis, and many more.

To learn more about CoAuthor with built-in AI capabilities, 
visit www.certara.com/coauthor
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